Thermodynamlcally stable secondary structures have been found for adjacent splice Junctions of 17 introns from 10 eukaryotic and viral mRNA precursors.
reactions.
First, the mechanism Is likely general. It Is highly Improbable that every intron has its own splicing enryme(s) since this would require a vast number of enzymes and systems to regulate them. Experimental evidence for the generality of the mechanism comes from primary sequence data which has demonstrated that most, but not all of those genes examined have similar "consensus sequences" around the 5' exon-intron and 3' intron-exon junctions ( (43) and (44) for B. Numbered arrowB mark the possible cleavage site pairs defining the beginning and end of the Intron In the redundant sequences (boxed) aa described In Figure 1 .
T and t antigen splice junction structures, the same 3' intron-exon boundary Is associated with different 5' exon-Intron boundaries, and the structures therefore represent two alternative forms of the same RNA transcript which lead to two different mature mRNA products.
Similar structures were found for the other eleven lntrons evaluated (structures available on request). In all cases, the structures were of significant stability (Table I ) and splice junction boundaries were so positioned such that the ends of the exons bordering the intron were in close proximity.
The structures we have determined involve only small regions of an entire RNA molecule. Therefore, it Is not possible to assess the influence of possible long-range interactions with other parts of the molecule. While computer programs have been devised to determine the secondary structure of RNA molecules (51-57), it remains a major problem to determine the most stable structure of RNA molecules as large as the precursors of most eukaryotlc mRNAs. Furthermore, the entire precursor sequence is known in only a limited number of cases. However, we were able to determine the secondary structure of the entire intron sequence, as well as regions of both flanking exons, in two cases where entire Figures 1A, 2A) . In fact, in both cases, the overall stabilities were considerably enhanced when the entire intron sequence was also uuu Figure 4 . The thennodynamically most stable structures for the region of precursor mRNA sequences encompassing (A) the small intron of mouse beta globln major and (B) the small intron of mouse lambda II inmunoglobulin. In both cases, the entire intron sequence was used in determining the most stable splice junction structure. The sources of sequence data were references (42) and (6) . Cleavage site positions and redundant sequences at splice Junctions are indicated as in Figure 1 .
considered (Table I ). The specific stabilization energies (which allow a length independent assessment of the relative stability for any UNA structure) of the globin splice Junction structure and IgG lambda II splice junction structure, -.347 and -.400 Kcal/nucleotide respectively, were in the same range as the values obtained from structures of the mature mouse beta globin mRNA molecule (-.331 Kcal/nmucleotide) (50), for the mature alpha globin raRNA molecule (-.407 Kcal/nucleotide) (53) , and for part of the mouse lmnunoglobulin kappa I heavy chain mRNA (-.345 Kcal/nucleotide) (54) .
To eliminate the possibility that the structures we have found can be formed from the association of any random RNA sequences, we generated random RNA sequences of 50 bases in length, using random number tables and standard statistical procedures. The 5' and 3' consensus sequences (34) were then inserted centrally within such random sequences, and the most stable structures for sets of these sequences were determined as described for the splice Junction sequences. From an analysis of 15 such sets of random sequences, structures were found with a wide range of theroodynamlc stabilities. However, the mean specific stabilization energy of random sequence structures (0.272 +_ .011 [SEM] Reals/ nucleotlde) was significantly less than that of real splice Junction structures splicing. In the case of the ovalbumln lntrons, no structures of significant thermal stability were found (43), possibly because insufficient primary sequence data was used. A previously proposed structure for the splice junction of the mouse lambda II lmmunoglobulin ifiNA precursor (6) positions the borders of the exons such that they are not in a sterlcally favourable position for llgation. In addition, the proposed structure Is not the most thermodynamically stable structure possible for this region (stabilization energy of the structure proposed in Figure 4 of reference 6 is -19.7 Kcal compared to -37.8 Kcal for the structure we propose (Figure 2A , Table I The validity of our proposed structures can be tested in a number of ways. Computer programs for RNA secondary structure determination (52) should ultimately allow the prediction of the most stable structure for molecules as large as mRKA precursors. An alternative approach for determining the secondary structure in large RNA molecules is to perform single strand specific (SI) nuclease digestion, followed by base sequence analysis of the remaining fragments (61). Finally, it should be possible to develop in vitro systems for studying the splicing process, analogous to the ones established for yeast tRNA splicing (58-60). Suitable substrates may be made by transcribing complementary RNA copies from cloned genomic DMAs which contain the intron-exon splice Junction regions. In addition, the SI nuclease digestion approach (61) could be used to probe the secondary structure of such cRNA copies.
Some of the consequences of the general splice Junction structures we have proposed are as follows.
1) The structures show common features in RNA precursors from widely divergent eukaryotes. They suggest a general splicing mechanism which is in accord with accepted criteria for this process, which ensures the requisite accuracy and fidelity of splicing, and which has no requirement for "splice RNA molecules" that have recently been proposed to be Involved in the splicing process (62-64). While regions of complenentarity exist between consensus sequences of lntrons and the sequence of at least one small nuclear RNA, the thermodynamic stability of such an interaction has not yet been determined for any single set of splice junctions. However, it is conceivable that a specific subset of introns exist where splicing mint be nediated by such splice RNAs. This could constitute a regulatory mechanism (6,34,35,62-64) for the production of mature spliced RNA products. Thus, splicing mechanisms via a splice RNA, or through the mechanism we have proposed, need not be mutually exclusive, except in RNA precursors containing only one lntron. 5' exon-intron junctions (38,40,47 ).
Since the specific stabilization energies for the secondary structures of SV40 mRKA splice junctions vary widely (Table I) 
